This reading group guide for *This Tender Land* includes an introduction, discussion questions, and ideas for enhancing your book club. The suggested questions are intended to help your reading group find new and interesting angles and topics for your discussion. We hope that these ideas will enrich your conversation and increase your enjoyment of the book.

**INTRODUCTION**

In Minnesota, in the summer of 1932, on the banks of the Gilead River, the Lincoln Indian Training School is a pitiless place where Native American children, forcibly separated from their parents, are sent to be educated. It is also home to Odie O’Banion, a lively orphan boy whose exploits constantly earn him the superintendent’s wrath. Odie and his brother, Albert, are the only white faces among the hundreds of Native American children at the school.

After committing a terrible crime, Odie and Albert are forced to flee for their lives along with their best friend, Mose, a mute young man of Sioux heritage. Out of pity, they also take with them a brokenhearted little girl named Emmy. Together, they steal away in a canoe, heading for the mighty Mississippi in search of a place to call home. Over the course of one unforgettable summer, these four orphan vagabonds journey into the unknown, crossing paths with others who are adrift, from struggling farmers and traveling faith healers to displaced families and lost souls of all kinds.
TOPICS & QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION

1. Although Odie and Albert find themselves in a boarding school for Native American children, most of the Native children don’t actually speak in the story. The Native character whom readers get to know best is Mose, and he is mute and “speaks” only through sign language. Why do you think the author chose silence as a way of depicting the children at the school?

2. Trying to understand the nature of God is one of the many struggles for Odie during his experiences in the summer of 1932. Is Odie the only one struggling with this issue? What sense do you have concerning the way the other vagabonds feel about the nature of God? What about the people they meet on their travels? How does Odie’s relationship with God change over the course of his journey?

3. When Odie and Albert attempt to buy boots, the clerk is skeptical that Albert and Odie would be able to afford the $5 price tag. After Odie lies about getting the money from their father, a second clerk remarks, “If he got a job these days, he’s one of the lucky ones.” This is Odie and Albert’s first experience of life outside of the Lincoln School. What sense of the current state of the world do you get from this encounter?

4. When Odie is working for Jack in his orchard, Jack explains his religious philosophy, saying, “God all penned up under a roof? I don’t think so.” Where does Jack think God is really to be found? What is it in Odie’s experience that makes him disagree with Jack’s outlook?

5. After having escaped Jack, the vagabonds encounter a Native American man named Forrest. He appears friendly and shares a meal with them, but he’s also aware that there is a $500 reward for their capture—a huge amount of money at the time. The children are unsure whether to trust him or not. What would you do in their situation?

6. Tent revivals—places where Christians would gather to hear religious leaders speak—were common in the Great Depression, often traveling across the country from town to town. They offered hope to people in desperate times, as Sister Eve does to Odie, Albert, Emmy, and Mose. However, Albert is skeptical of Sister Eve’s healings, calling her a con. What do you believe about Sister Eve’s ability to heal? What is the con that Albert is warning Odie about?

7. Why does Odie trust Sister Eve so wholeheartedly, but not her partner, Sid? Do you think he’s right to draw the conclusions he does about Sid from their interactions? How do some of Odie’s misjudgments lead to disastrous consequences? In your opinion, is what happens to Albert in some way Odie’s fault?
8. When the vagabonds encounter the skeleton of a Native American boy, Albert says there's nothing they can do, but Mose reacts very differently. Later, he wanders off from the group to learn about the Dakota Conflict of 1862, which resulted in the execution of thirty-eight Sioux and the deaths of hundreds more. How does knowledge of this history change how Mose perceives himself? What impact does hearing this story have on Odie? On you?

9. Hoovervilles (named for President Herbert Hoover) were shantytowns that sprang up all across America during the Great Depression for homeless individuals and families. In difficult times like this, how do people like the Schofields survive? Is there an expectation that the government will help them, or do they look to other sources for assistance? How do the residents of this particular Hooverville pull together? How are they driven apart?

10. The Flats is like no other place the vagabonds have been on their journey. What makes it so unusual? When John Kelly is stopped by a policeman, why does he feel he has to say he is from a different part of town? Despite making a new friend, why is Odie so unhappy during the time he spends there?

11. When Odie is on his own, riding the rails, trying to get to St. Louis, he comes face to face with danger and violence. Do you think he was foolish for striking out alone? How was this encounter different from the things he experienced at Lincoln School?

12. Odie is a born storyteller even at his young age. Throughout the book he tells Albert, Emmy, and Mose tales about an imp, a princess, and the vagabonds. What purpose do these stories serve in the novel?

13. Sister Eve says to Odie that the only prayer she knows will absolutely be answered is a prayer for forgiveness. What do you think she means by this? Who are the people whom Odie needs to forgive, and for what reasons?

14. Odie, Albert, Mose, and Emmy are all searching for peace and a place to call home. What do you think each character is looking for and what are their different definitions of home? In the end, do they all find what they are looking for, and if so how?

15. The author has said that he drew inspiration from the works of Mark Twain, Charles Dickens, and Homer. Do you find elements of works by those authors in This Tender Land? Why or why not? Are there other authors whose work this story calls to mind?

16. In the story, Odie speaks of the journey he and the others are on as an odyssey. Do you see echoes of Homer's epic poem in the children's experiences? If so, can you identify Homer's poetic counterpart for each section of the story?
ENHANCE YOUR BOOK CLUB

1. For your next book club gathering, plan to meet somewhere outdoors and go on an adventure whether by foot or canoe. Discuss with your group what you notice about the landscape around you. How is the Midwestern landscape a part of Odie’s story? What connections to *This Tender Land* can you make to your own life and the place that you live?

2. Download the *This Tender Land* Spotify playlist and listen to some of the songs with your group. Discuss your favorite scenes in the book that feature music and how it changes your reading experience to hear the songs alongside them. Do you think the songs enhance the story? How?

3. Similar books about coming of age over one season like *The Body* by Stephen King and *This Boy’s Life* by Tobias Wolff have been adapted to the big screen. (The film based on *The Body* was titled *Stand by Me.*) If *This Tender Land* were turned into a film, which actors would you want to play the main characters (Odie, Sister Eve, Mrs. Brickman, et al.)? What scenes from the book would you most like to see on the big screen?
1. How did the characters of Odie, Albert, Emmy, and Mose first come to you, and why did you want to tell their story?

WKK: The seed of the story had been with me for years, the idea of a couple of kids, one white, one Native, fleeing down the Mississippi River, a kind of update of *Adventures of Huckleberry Finn*. As the story grew in my thinking, the cast expanded—an older brother to add the emotional complexity of family, a little girl who would need protection so that there would be an element of knightly honor to the tale. The depth of their characters and the true nature of their relationship to one another revealed themselves to me gradually. But as I watched the spiritual ties of the Vagabonds grow ever stronger and their deep feelings for one another blossom in such beautiful ways, I fell in love with these children and was absolutely compelled to see their journey to the end.

2. Why did you decide to write a story set against the backdrop of the Great Depression?

WKK: I wanted to write a story about the beauty of the human spirit, what I believe to be its capacity for resilience and for remarkable generosity in the face of great privation. The Depression, with its challenges and hardships on such a massive scale, seemed the perfect backdrop for such a story.

3. What kind of research did you do when you were writing *This Tender Land*? Did anything surprise you as you were writing the book?

WKK: I pored over tons of newspapers from the era of the Great Depression, trying to nail down prices, clothing styles, newsworthy events of the day. I read numerous first-person accounts of those who'd lived through the times: struggling farm families; men and boys—and in some cases, women and girls—who rode the rails; citizens of the Hoovervilles; and of course, stories of the difficult lives of children forced to live in government-run Native American boarding schools. I studied photograph after photograph that captured the spirit of the people and the time. And I suppose what surprised me most was how, after doing so much research about this historical period, the setting felt quite natural to me as I wrote it.

4. The novel is divided into five parts. Why did you structure it this way?

WKK: In my early thinking of the story, I couldn’t see a structure to the journey on which I wanted my kids to embark. But then the idea of Homer’s Odyssey, one of my favorite tales from childhood, hit me. Why not have their journey be one that mirrors some of the events in Homer’s great epic poem? If you read the story in this light, you’ll see that each stop the Vagabonds make echoes an adventure of Odysseus as he made his way home from Troy.

5. What was it like to write from the voice and perspectives of the same character as a young boy and as an old man?

WKK: I have written in this dual voice once before, in my novel *Ordinary Grace*. With *Ordinary Grace*, I had great difficulty at first in managing the smooth transitions between an older, more mature voice and the voice of an adolescent. But with that experience under my belt, I found it wasn’t quite so challenging this second time around. What was fun in *This Tender Land* was having the older narrative voice occasionally speak directly to his younger self. Don’t we all wish we could talk to the person we once were to offer advice and comfort?
6. Family takes on many different forms in *This Tender Land*. Why was this something you wanted to explore?

**WKK:** In all my novels, including those in my Cork O’Connor mystery series, the two elements I return to most often in constructing my stories are the importance of family and the nature of God. It seems to me these are the two most significant relationships we experience as human beings, and I find exploring them to be infinitely fascinating.

7. Odie’s connection to music is a key theme in *This Tender Land*. What role has music played in your life? Do you play any instruments?

**WKK:** I sing all the time. It drives my wife nuts. Music has never been a formal part of my life—I don’t play an instrument and a musical score is Greek to me—but I’ve always loved a good tune. It can lift your spirits or make you cry like a baby. In that way, music is very like a good story. For Odie, music is solace, music is inspiration, and music is connection. I grew up listening to most of the tunes I included in the story, many of them favorites from my childhood. That’s especially true of “Shenandoah,” which I first heard sung by Jo Stafford on an album of American folk tunes given to me by my parents as a Christmas present when I was eleven, and which I played over and over until I’d worn out all the grooves in that old wax platter.

8. This novel is quite different from your Cork O’Connor books. What were some of the differences in your process, and your relationship to the characters and story, in *This Tender Land*?

**WKK:** I owe all the characters in my Cork O’Connor novels a great debt of gratitude, but honestly, they remain characters to me. I manipulate them. I’ve occasionally been cruel in what I’ve thrown at them, some pretty horrible things for the sake of the story. Odie and his fellow Vagabonds were different. I didn’t know them well at first, but as I came to understand their hopes and dreams and vulnerabilities, I really fell in love with them. What I wanted in the end was for these four friends to be safe and for each of them to find what he or she was seeking.

9. *This Tender Land* contains many allusions to classic literature—*Adventures of Huckleberry Finn*, *The Odyssey*, *The Wizard of Oz*. What other books influenced *This Tender Land* or shaped you as a writer?

**WKK:** Because of the setting in the Great Depression and the importance of the landscape, John Steinbeck was often on my mind. The horrific conditions in the Lincoln Indian Training School hark back to Charles Dickens and the social consciousness evident in so many of his works. And Upton Sinclair was probably always lurking somewhere at the back of my thinking.

10. What do you hope readers will take away from this story?

**WKK:** A good story is a journey, not just for the characters involved but also for the writer of that story, and for the reader as well. At the end of the journey, everyone involved ought to be in a different place than when they began, wiser, perhaps, and maybe a bit more compassionate in their world view. I hope readers see that the challenges the four Vagabonds face in their odyssey—the prejudice, greed, and malice of some human beings—are more than balanced by the capacity of the human spirit for generosity and forgiveness. And, of course, I hope that Odie and his companions will have found a place in the hearts of readers everywhere, and that the story of the Vagabonds’ river journey in the summer of 1932 is one readers will remember for a long time. I’d love for *This Tender Land* to become one of those novels that people feel compelled to read again and again.
THE CHARACTERS' JOURNEY DOWN THE MISSISSIPPI RIVER
“It was a beautiful tune, but in a minor key, so there was a sadness to it that settled on us all.”

—Odie O’Banion

The *This Tender Land* playlist reflects the crucial role of music in the novel. Songs narrate Odie’s journey, Odie is a musician himself, and both the playing of and listening to music become key methods for Odie and his companions to connect with the important characters they meet during their travels—from Odie playing his harmonica and comforting Mose with a tune while in the quiet room at the Lincoln School to his serenading the drunken pig scarer in his barn, from the call of the spirituals being performed at Sister Eve’s tent revival to a campfire jam session in Hopersville.

The list below is of the named songs in *This Tender Land*, in order of appearance:

1. Shenandoah p23
2. I Got Rhythm (Red Nichols and The Five Pennies) p24
3. Meet Me in St. Louis p36
4. Rock of Ages p63
5. Old Joe Clark p123
6. Sweet Betsy from Pike p123
7. Red River Valley p124
8. Camptown Races p131
9. Goodbye Old Paint/Leaving Cheyanne p139
10. The Yellow Rose of Texas p166
11. Take Me Out to the Ballgame p166
12. Buffalo Gals p169
13. Coming Round the Mountain p169
14. Ten Cents a Dance p187
15. Embraceable You p187
16. Beautiful Dreamer p194
17. Little White Lies p230
18. Am I Blue p247
19. Arkansas Traveler p280
20. Down by the Riverside p341
21. My Wild Irish Rose p417

*This Tender Land* Spotify Playlist

---

**Harmonica Notes for “Shenandoah”**

```
3  4  4  4  4  5  5  6  6
Oh, Shen-an-doah, I long to hear you,
7-7 -6  6  6  6  5  6
A-way, you rol-ling riv-er,
6 -6 -6 -6  5  6  5 -4  4
Oh, Shen-an-doah, I long to hear you,
4  5  4  5 -6  6
A-way, we’re bound a-way,
-4 -4  5  4 -4  4
‘Cross the wide Mis-sour-i.
```